Abstract-Video halftoning is a key technology for use in electronic paper (e-paper) or smart paper, which is an emerging display device that has received considerable attention recently. In this paper, a temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimized video halftoning method is proposed. We first uncover three visual defects that conventional neighboring frame referencing-based video halftoning methods, due to their sequential changes of reference frames, will encounter. To deal with the problem, we then propose a reference frame update per GOP-based error diffusion video halftoning method based on a flickering sensitivity-based human visual model. To efficiently compromise between average temporal frequency of flickering (ATFoF) and visual quality, temporal frequency of flickering-distortion (TFoFD) is presented as a metric for video halftoning performance evaluation. Based on the proposed probability model of video halftoning, the TFoFD curve can be accurately estimated to optimize the tradeoff between quality and ATFoF before the video is halftoned. Our temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimization strategy can also be applied to other video halftoning schemes for performance improvement. Experimental results and comparisons with known methods demonstrate the effectiveness of our video halftoning method.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
I
N the film, "Minority Report," there is a clip showing John Anderton (acted by Tom Cruise) boarding a train to hide himself in the crowd in order to escape from his partner. Before he enters the train, he is captured and identified by a surveillance camera. Soon, the focus of the picture moves from John's face to the newspaper shown on an electronic device owned by a passenger who sits opposite John. As shown in the movie (from August 19, 2011 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan, under NSC Grant NSC 96-2221-E-001-029. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Maya Gupta.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIP.2011.2131663 00:46:01 to 00:47:40), 1 we can see that some columns of the newspaper are changed to display some news about John. It was just a movie in 2002, but it is becoming reality now.
During the past few years, many companies have devoted themselves to manufacturing the first high-resolution electronic ink-based display module for reading-intensive applications. In particular, the first e-paper manufacturer 2 began to sell its microcapsule-based products in 2005. Specifically, its technique sees white particles suspended in a dark liquid, i.e., when an electric field is passed through them, the white particles get moved up or down. In 2006, a new product of e-paper 3 was announced at Hitachi uVALUE Convention 2006 that possesses the features of higher resolution (1024 768), larger screen size (3.1 in), and color display. Another recent e-paper product 4 demonstrates considerably greater capabilities than the earlier products. These facts indicate that the bit-depth of microcapsule-based e-paper is 1 b/color. The only exception (larger than 1 b/color) we can find is the color e-paper device 5 , which possesses the features of color display, high resolution (768 1014), and large size (7.8 in) .
By observing the developing status of e-paper, it may be envisioned that, in the future, most applications based on traditional paper will find an alternative such as e-paper. Since digital halftone images are the only format that microcapsule-based devices can display, it is reasonable to conjecture that halftone video data will be the next media that can be displayed on e-paper. In view of the fact that most e-paper devices developed so far are 1 bit-depth, the major goal of our study is to develop a new video halftoning method to meet the requirement of e-paper. To our knowledge, this is still a rather unexplored field.
B. Related Work
Digital halftoning [7] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [27] refers to the physical process of converting a continuous tone image into a special image format, halftone image, which is composed of black and white dots, as shown in Fig. 1 . We can find that the halftone image approximately keeps the visual characteristic of the continuous tone image at a proper viewing distance. In particular, video halftoning is a means of transferring a general video sequence into a format that can be displayed on devices with limited intensity resolutions and color palettes. In the literature, only a few video halftoning techniques have been discussed. In [9] , a 3-D error diffusion algorithm that is used to mitigate the "flickering" flaw was proposed. Gotsman [8] applied an iterative image halftoning algorithm to deal with the problem of temporal flickering existing between video frames. This algorithm achieves visual results better than those obtained from classic halftoning algorithms at the expense of increasing computational load. In [1] , Atkins et al. investigated the display of color image sequences using a model-based approach for multilevel error diffusion. Their algorithm achieved improvement in image quality over that yielded by frame-independent quantization when the frame rate is sufficiently high to support temporal flickering by the human visual system. In [10] , a direct-binary-search algorithm was applied to 3-D error diffusion. In [26] , Sun presented a motion-adaptive gain control-based 3-D error diffusion method to enhance the temporal consistency of the visual patterns by minimizing the flickering flaws.
From the existing methods, it is found that flickering flaws can be efficiently reduced from each frame. The basic ideal of flickering reduction is described as follows. Before a halftone video frame is produced, its original grayscale counterpart is compared with the previous one to decide the halftone values. This is because two neighboring halftone values along the temporal direction may create flickering. If the difference between two neighboring-frame pixels is small, then the halftone value of the pixel to be halftoned is decided from the previous halftone one; otherwise, the halftone value is determined from digital halftoning. This kind of video halftoning mechanism is regarded as neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning. Flickering reduction, however, usually accompanies visual quality degradation because some parts of a halftone frame will be made to be equal to its previous halftone one for flickering reduction. As a result, there is a tradeoff between the average temporal frequency of flickering and the quality of halftone video.
C. Our Contribution
In this paper, our purpose is to first propose temporal frequency of flickering-distortion (TFoFD) as a metric for performance evaluation of video halftoning and then propose a TFoFD optimized video halftoning method. In order to evaluate the performance of video halftoning, two metrics, "average temporal frequency of flickering (ATFoF)" and "weighted signal-to-noise ratio (WSNR)", are adopted, where ATFoF is used to measure visual quality along the temporal direction while WSNR is used to measure visual quality in the spatial domain. The tradeoff between ATFoF and WSNR is achieved via the proposed temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimization mechanism.
Our major contributions are summarized here. 1) We uncover three major visual artifacts of conventional video halftoning methods. 2) We present a flickering sensitivity-based reference frame generation scheme for video halftoning with the capability of efficient flickering reduction while maintaining acceptable quality. 3) We propose a temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimized video halftoning method with optimal flickering reduction threshold determination. 4) The proposed temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimization mechanism can also be applied to the existing methods for performance improvement. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the flickering flaws in video halftoning and three major visual sensitivities, which are generated from flickering reduction, are described. In Section III, the proposed reference frame update per group of pictures (GOP)-based error diffusion and temporal frequency of flickering-distortion of video halftoning are described. Next, temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimization of video halftoning will be proposed in Section IV. Extensive experimental results and comparisons are given Section V to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. Finally, concluding remarks are summarized in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Here, we first discuss two kinds of flickering resulting from video halftoning in Section II-A. Then, we illustrate three major visual artifacts, which are generated from adopting conventional neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning methods for flickering reduction in Section II-B.
A. Flickering Flaws in Video Halftoning
A general video halftoning method consists of spatial error diffusion and temporal error diffusion, both of which create the flickering phenomena. Flickering is defined as the change of halftone values (either from black to white or from white to black) in the display of consecutive video frames that will be easily perceived by human eyes. For temporal error diffusion, this procedure will cause the pixels located at the same positions of neighboring video frames to have different halftone values due to the introduced diffused temporal errors, in particular, when the pixels have the same or similar gray values. For spatial error diffusion, the diffused spatial errors will affect the halftoning results of the subsequent grayscale pixels. If the area of grayscale pixels located at the same positions of neighboring video frames is affected by different diffused spatial errors, then the resultant halftone values may be different, leading to flickering flaws. This situation occurs with higher probabilities for pixels with grayscale values close to the quantization threshold (e.g., 128) of halftoning. Fig. 2 shows the effect of flickering flaws. Specifically, the white dots in Fig. 2(c) indicate the changes of halftone values, which will make the human eye feel uncomfortable when displaying Fig. 2(a) and (b) successively. In our study, the flickering flaws caused by either temporal error diffusion or spatial error diffusion are called unacceptable flickering, which has to be eliminated. Nevertheless, not all flickering destroys the visual quality of a halftone video. Some is necessary for representing frame differences (motions) in digital halftone videos. We call this kind of flickering flow acceptable flickering, which contrasts with unacceptable flickering. Under this circumstance, the pixels located at the same spatial locations between two neighboring video frames can have different halftone values.
B. Three Visual Artifacts Generated From Flickering Reduction
Here, we introduce three visual phenomena, which appear after neighboring frame referencing-based video halftoning is applied for flickering reduction. As shown in Fig. 3, 6 the three visual phenomena illustrated with ellipses easily attract visual sensitivity.
1) Residual Shadow:
Residual shadow is a visual phenomenon where the edge of a previous grayscale frame remains in a halftone frame after video halftoning. According to error diffusion halftoning, the white and black pixels are uniformly distributed on a halftone image to represent the illumination of corresponding gray pixels. Under this circumstance, an edge is Fig. 4 . Example of residual shadow: (a) grayscale frame, (b) grayscale frame next to (a), (c) halftone frame of (a) generated by error diffusion, and (d) halftone frame of (b) generated by neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning for flickering reduction. blurred after it is halftoned by error diffusion, which means that the illumination of the edge's brighter side is diffused across the edge and the illumination of the other side is increased by redundant white halftone values. Consider a neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning method used for flickering reduction. The redundant white dots appear to form a shadow after flickering reduction even if the edge moves alone the inverse direction of error diffusion. An example of residual shadow is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows two neighboring grayscale frames, where it can be observed that the edge moves from the right to the left. A halftone frame generated from Fig. 4 (a) via error diffusion is shown in Fig. 4(c) , where the illumination is diffused across the edge as we have discussed. To reduce flickering and computational complexity, the halftone values of the next halftone frame generated from Fig. 4 (b) are decided from its previous halftone frame in Fig. 4 (c) if the difference between two corresponding grayscale pixels is negligible. Fig. 4(d) shows the halftone frame corresponding to Fig. 4 (b) when neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning is employed. It is found that the edge in Fig. 4 (c) is kept as a shadow in Fig. 4(d) . The shadow will hold on the video until the content is greatly changed. As a real example, the leftmost ellipse of Fig. 3 illustrates a residual shadow.
2) Subtle Motions: Subtle motions mean that a slight and slow motion in a video frame is covered if neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning is adopted. To reduce unacceptable flickering, traditional methods compare two pixels at the same position between two neighboring frames and use the resultant difference to decide the halftone value. The halftone Fig. 5 . Example of dirty block/spot: (a) error diffusion halftoned block, (b) halftone structure when the illumination of its grayscale version, when compared with the grayscale version of (a), is slightly decreased, and (c) the dirty block generated from conventional neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning methods.
value is decided to be the same as the previous one if the difference is smaller than the flickering reduction threshold. Thus, a halftone pixel continues to keep its state until the pixel difference is greater than the threshold. Based on the principle of neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning, the pixel difference that is caused due to motion between two neighboring frames may be ignored as being covered by the previous frame during video halftoning. For example, the video frames that present slow variations, such as the illumination changes of sunrise and sunset, possess slow motions. This kind of video clip will be displayed as a sequence composed of the same still halftone image, which is exactly the first frame produced after video halftoning, because the subsequent pixel differences are always smaller than the flickering reduction threshold. As a real example, the middle ellipse of Fig. 3 illustrates the portions whose slight and slow motions are covered during halftoning.
3) Dirty Block: We also find that dirty blocks/spots appear in halftone frames generated by neighboring frame referencingbased video halftoning. The spots are generated due to nonuniformly distributed halftone structures since the flickering between two frames is defined according to a flickering reduction threshold. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of dirty blocks. 
III. REFERENCE FRAME UPDATE-BASED ERROR DIFFUSION AND TFOFD OF VIDEO HALFTONING
We propose in Section III-A a new video halftoning method using reference frame update per GOP-based error diffusion to leverage flickering reduction and visual quality in a halftone video. Here, we only present our algorithms based on halftoning grayscale videos. Our algorithms, however, can be extended to color video halftoning. Namely, when the color space is determined, our algorithms are applied on each channel of the color space. In Section III-B, implications from temporal frequency of flickering-distortion of video halftoning will be obtained to figure out what an optimal flickering reduction threshold should be.
A. Reference Frame Update per GOP-Based Error Diffusion for Video Halftoning
In order to endow the proposed method with the ability to suppress visual artifacts, which we have described in Section II, the video frames are divided into many GOPs for video halftoning, similar to video coding. Each GOP consists of a reference frame ( frame) and a number of P frames, where P frames refer to the reference frame during the halftoning process. There may be two ways of achieving the segmentation of GOPs. The first one is similar to video shot change detection. The second one, which is adopted in this paper, refers to the change of average temporal frequency of flickering to determine the existence of new GOPs. In order to evaluate the performance of flickering reduction, the ATFoF between a pair of neighboring halftone video frames is defined as (1) which is used as a metric for indicating the degree of flickering flaw. In (1) , denotes the size of a video frame and denotes the frame index. If is larger than a threshold, then the frame is regarded as the first frame of a new GOP. Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the proposed video halftoning method with GOPs being taken into consideration. Compared with the existing video halftoning methods, our method avoids adopting 3-D error diffusion. As shown in Fig. 6 , to reduce unacceptable flickering, which we have described in Section II, a reference frame is generated after flickering sensitivity-based reference frame generation is conducted on a GOP. The reference frame is then halftoned by spatial error diffusion [5] to generate the halftone reference frame . The subsequent halftone video frames in a GOP are not generated by means of spatial error diffusion. On the contrary, each of the subsequent video frames is compared Fig. 7 . Flicker sensitivity visual model simplified from [25] .
with its reference frame during the subsequent halftoning process. For example, the th grayscale frame is compared with for reference frame update-based error diffusion for video halftoning. If the gray-level difference between two pixels located at the same position is smaller than a flickering reduction threshold (to be described and optimized in Section IV), then the halftone value of the pixel in the th frame is assigned 7 to be the same as that in ; otherwise, the halftone value is determined via a quantization process in error diffusion. No matter which condition occurs, the quantization errors still need to be diffused. The above reference frame update-based error diffusion can be summarized as if halftoning otherwise (2) where function halftoning can be any digital halftoning method and 8 is the flickering reduction threshold that will be optimally determined later in Section IV. In the proposed video halftoning method, video frames are halftoned sequentially. In each frame, the pixels are processed in the order, from left to right and top to bottom.
In the next two subsections, we shall describe how to generate a reference frame for video halftoning. First, a human flickering sensitivity model will be introduced. Second, based on the model, a flickering sensitivity-based clustering will be developed to generated reference frames.
1) Human Visual Model-Based Flickering Sensitivity:
One important issue that should be emphasized here is how to systematically determine the flickering sensitivity threshold used for reference frame generation. Since the observation (or existence) of flickering flaws depends on the sensitivity of human eyes to flickering, it is reasonable to make use of the models of human temporal sensitivity to derive . There are a number of such models available in the literature [6] , [25] . In particular, we find Rovamo et al.'s model [25] to be closest to the real visual model. Therefore, the threshold, , is determined based on Rovamo et al.'s flickering sensitivity model, as shown in Fig. 7 . 7 In fact, this is similar in principle to block-based compression with "skip mode" for bit-rate saving. Therefore, our halftoning processing also has potential to benefit halftone video compression [14] . 8 A single threshold is considered here to simplify the computation complexity of finding the optimal threshold, to be described later.
In [25] , the human visual system is modeled as a temporal signal processing system, which includes two major components: the modulation transfer function of the retina and the high-pass filtering in the postreceptoral retina. In Fig. 7 , the frequency response is defined as (3) where denotes a frequency variable and is scaled to unity for simplicity. In addition, the impulse response of is defined as (4) where and are parameters that determine the peak position and width of the impulse response, respectively. Based on the two frequency responses and , the frequency response of the flickering sensitivity model is expressed as (5) where is the frequency response of . Based on the Fourier transform of (5), and plugging it into (3), we can derive the impulse response of the flickering sensitivity model as (6) Then, (6) can be rewritten on the basis of Fourier transform, i.e., the differentiation in the time domain is replaced with that of multiplication by in the frequency domain, and (4) as
With the flickering sensitivity model-based impulse responses [(7)] [25] and a video sequence available, the output of the flickering sensitivity model, denoted as the convolution between and , represents the actual illumination of a video sequence sensed by human eyes along the temporal direction . Fig. 8 illustrates the model outputs (abbreviated from outputs of the flickering sensitivity model) at three different frame rates that generally can cover all cases in stating the relationship between model output and flickering sensitivity threshold. More specifically, the flickering sensitivity threshold can be derived at location from the difference between two aggregated model outputs, that is, (8) where is a constant and represents the maximum flickering energy that can be ignored by human eyes, represents the maximum response of the flickering sensitivity model, and is the frame rate of the video sequence. In addition, on the lefthand side of (8) , each term is a sum of model outputs coming from frames at the same time instance.
In the following, we describe how the flickering sensitivity threshold can be derived from the three general cases shown in Fig. 8 . When the frame rate is rather low (e.g., as low as 5 fps), as an example shown in Fig. 8(a) , the flickering sensitivity threshold can be easily derived as (9) where only one frame is contained in each model output.
While the frame rate of a video sequence is middle (e.g., 10 fps), as shown in Fig. 8(b) , (8) can be rewritten as (10) Therefore, the flickering sensitivity threshold can be derived by directly expanding (10) as (11) It is clear that flickering is insensible if the difference between two neighboring pixels falls into the interval . When a higher frame rate (e.g., as high as 30 fps) is considered, as shown in Fig. 8(c) , the difference between any two neighboring pixels will be nearly a constant based on the assumption that motion is linear over a short period of time, that is, (12) Under this circumstance, (8) can be simplified as (13) and then the flickering sensitivity threshold can be derived as (14) Although the flickering sensitivity threshold can be used directly as a flickering reduction threshold in (2) for video halftoning with proper flickering elimination, the major visual artifacts introduced in Section II still exist. The main reason is that the use of makes the distribution of halftone values nonuniform, as described in Section II-B3. For this reason, we avoid using the flickering sensitivity threshold as a flickering reduction threshold but adopt it instead for flickering sensitivity-based clustering to obtain the minimum average temporal frequency of flickering (mATFoF) in the next subsection.
2) Flickering Sensitivity-Based Reference Frame Generation: A simple and intuitive way to achieve the goal of generating reference frames is K-means clustering, that is, the flickering within the same cluster should be minimized while apparent flickering is allowed between clusters. Let a pixel sequence of length be composed of pixel values at the fixed spatial position of a video sequence along the temporal direction, where denotes frame index, denotes the number of frames in a video, and . K-means clustering aims to partition the pixels into clusters , , so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares. In order to alleviate the flickering, the centroid of the largest cluster can be used to represent the pixel at position of a generated reference frame. Nevertheless, it is found that the difference between the reference frame and each frame in a cluster is always larger than that between two neighboring frames.
In view of this, a flickering sensitivity-based clustering technique is proposed to restrain the increase of flickering as much as possible. Different from the K-means algorithm, flickering sensitivity-based clustering does not rely on iterative refinement. As shown in (11), the difference between two pixels located at the same position in temporal neighboring frames is calculated and compared with the sensitivity threshold to determine the presence/absence of a flickering. Fig. 9 illustrates how flickering sensitivity-based clustering is performed. As shown in Fig. 9 , the first pixel is directly assigned to the first cluster without needing to perform (11) . Next, the pixel difference at position between two neighboring frames for is subsequently calculated and compared with ; i.e., (11) is performed. If the difference is larger than , a new cluster is generated; otherwise, a new pixel is added in the current cluster. This procedure repeats until all pixels in the pixel sequence are assigned to clusters. Based on the proposed flickering sensitivity-based clustering, the centroid of the largest cluster (with the maximum number of pixels in it) for a fixed position is calculated and used to represent the pixel value at of the generated reference frame . It should be noted that the types of cluster at along the temporal direction is decided by human visual model-based flickering sensitivity so as to guarantee that flickering does not appear between two temporal neighboring pixels in each cluster but only appear between two temporal neighboring clusters. Therefore, the minimum number of flickering at is equal to the number of clusters. Furthermore, the minimum (mATFoF) per GOP, defined as the total number of clusters over the total number of pixels in a GOP, is also the one that can be achieved for video halftoning using flickering sensitivity-based clustering (mATFoF will be shown later).
We also observe that excessively restrained the flickering, however, will degrade halftone video quality in term of motion sharpness. In order to solve this problem, implications obtained from temporal frequency of flickering-distortion curves of video halftoning in Section III-B will reveal what an optimal flickering reduction threshold should be. In Section IV, we will use the mAFoF as a lower bound to determine the optimum flickering reduction threshold, which is used for video halftoning without incurring the visual artifacts discussed in Section II-B.
B. Implication From TFoFD of Video Halftoning
Let be an original continuous tone video, and let be the halftone version of . The goal of video halftoning here is to generate from by minimizing the visual difference between and while retaining acceptable average temporal frequency of flickering. Since a video sequence can be regarded as a 3-D signal, which can be perceived both spatially and temporally, the visual difference can be characterized with spatial errors and temporal errors simultaneously.
For spatial errors, the distortion between a pair of an original video frame and its corresponding halftone frame is calculated, i.e., the weighted signal-to-noise ratio (WSNR) [26] defined as (15) is adopted.
For temporal errors, the visual difference due to changes of video frames will raise the sensitivity of human eyes to temporal flickering. Therefore, we propose to use ATFoF to characterize the degree of temporal errors, which is defined as (16) In this paper, TFoFD optimization is proposed as a metric for evaluating video halftoning methods. The goal is to make sure that the perceptual quality of a halftone video is not destroyed by unconditionally reducing average temporal frequency of flickering. 9 It should be noted that the spatial-temporal WSNR [26] can be treated as a combination of two metrics based on two different filters for halftone video quality evaluation. For the low-pass filter case, the spatial temporal WSNR is a measurement of the filtered signal energy to filtered halftone distortion energy ratio. On the other hand, for the bandpass filter case, the spatial temporal WSNR measures the ratio of filtered signal energy to flicker distortion energy. We also used spatial temporal WSNR for measuring halftone video quality and observed that the spatial-temporal WSNR metric, depending on either low-pass filter or bandpass filter, cannot sufficiently represent the visual quality of a halftone video because the adopted filter 9 Please note that the average temporal frequency of flickering will not be unconditionally increased if WSNR is minimized, as later shown in Fig. 10 . can only filter parts of distortions out, that is, the objective spatial-temporal WSNR metric is not consistent with the subjective visual inspection. In addition, the computation of spatial-temporal filtering is too complex to be adopted in our proposed temporal frequency of flickering-distortion optimization strategy. In view of the above two concerns, it is better and reasonable to adopt our proposed TFoFD metric for performance evaluation and comparison.
Recall that the proposed reference frame update-based error diffusion is defined in (2) . Apparently, the threshold controls the mutual behavior between average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion. Fig. 10 illustrates an example of TFoFD curve obtained from observing a GOP of video. Each pair of average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion corresponding to a threshold (ranging from 0 to 255) is represented as a point in Fig. 10 . Similar phenomena can also be observed from other video sequences.
The meaning behind this kind of TFoFD curve can be interpreted from two parts, which are separated by the mATFoF, which has been described in the above subsection. The first part is located on the left-hand side of mATFoF, where the visual quality (in terms of WSNR) rapidly increases with slowly increased ATFoF. As shown in Fig. 10 , most of the pairs of ATFoF and distortion are located within the first part. In the second part, the video qualities basically keep steady with increasing ATFoFs. As we have described in Section III-A2, the mATFoF can be obtained if flickering sensitivity clustering-based video halftoning is employed. As a result, it can be known that the best quality (in terms of WSNR) is located on the right-hand side of mATFoF. 10 We define the optimal TFoFD point as the point with the best tradeoff between WSNR and ATFoF.
The phenomena revealed in Fig. 10 are understandable. Recall that a larger flickering reduction threshold leads to a smaller average temporal frequency of flickering, as indicated in (2) . Therefore, in the first part, a large threshold makes most of the flickering, including the acceptable flickering for motion compensation between two frames, be restrained. In particular, when the largest threshold (255) is used, the ATFoF becomes zero and the generated halftone frame is exactly the same as the reference halftone frame, leading to the distortion between the halftone frame and its corresponding original being the largest. When the threshold deviates from 255, the original frame (rapidly) becomes similar to the one obtained via halftoning and the distortion between them decreases accordingly since acceptable flickering are permitted. On the other hand, we also observe that the WSNR values in the second part do not significantly either increase or decrease with increasing average temporal frequency of flickering. In particular, the distortion first achieves the minimum and then gradually becomes static no matter what the average temporal frequency of flickering is.
From the above observations, we define the flickering reduction threshold as the one that can yield the highest WSNR value. In Section IV, we propose a TFoFD optimization method to find the optimal flickering reduction threshold.
IV. TFOFD OPTIMIZATION
Here, a TFoFD estimation method is proposed to find an optimum flickering reduction threshold , which can best achieve the tradeoff between visual quality and average temporal frequency of flickering. To estimate the TFoFD curve, we first define the probability modal of video halftoning in Section IV-A. Based on the proposed probability model, average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion, respectively, are estimated from an original video in Section IV-B and Section IV-C. The estimated average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion are combined to generate an estimated TFoFD curve for optimization in Section IV-D. It should be noted that the study of video halftoning from the viewpoint of TFoFD optimization has not been found in the literature.
A. Probability Model of Digital Halftoning
In order to analyze and estimate the distortion and average temporal frequency of flickering resulted from a halftone video, a halftone value is defined as a Bernoulli random variable, which takes either value 255 (denoted as a white dot) with probability or value 0 (denoted as a black dot) with probability . Since, the aim of image halftoning is to simply use only white and black dots to represent a gray-level picture, the average illumination of a halftone frame must be exactly equal to that of the original gray-level frame for reservation of perceptual quality in terms of average illumination. Therefore, the probability of a halftone value assigned to be a white dot is directly proportional to its corresponding grayscale pixel's illumination. With this understanding, the appearance probability of a halftone value can be modeled as (17) Thus, the distortion between the original frame and halftone video frame at position of frame can be estimated as (18) where the first/second term on the right-hand side of (18) is the distortion for pixels halftoned to be white/black dots. The probability map is also used to estimate the flickering's appearance in the next section.
B. ATFoF Estimation
For ATFoF estimation, we first define the appearance probability of flickering at the pixels located at between two neighboring frames as (19) According to (19) , the estimated average temporal frequency of flickering as a function of the flickering reduction threshold is defined in (20) , shown at the bottom of the page, where denotes the frame size and denotes the number of frames in a video. Equation (20) will be associated with the function of distortion estimation (described next) to find the estimated temporal frequency of flickering-distortion curve.
C. Distortion Estimation
The estimated distortion due to video halftoning comes from two cases. The first case includes the distortion generated from the pixel differences smaller than . Under this circumstance, the distortion resulted from halftoning at the position of frame can be derived as (21) Recall that the halftone value is either 255 or 0. According to (17) , (21) can be rewritten as (22) The second case consists of distortions generated from the pixel difference larger than . Under this circumstance, the distortion is independently generated from digital halftoning, as indicated in (23) Thus, the overall distortion function depending on can be rewritten according to (22) and (23) as (24), shown at the bottom of the page.
Finally, incorporating (15) and (24), the WSNR with as the argument can be defined as (25) where denotes spatial convolution.
D. TFoFD Estimation for Optimum Flickering Reduction Threshold Selection
In (25), we have derived the relationship between distortion (in terms of WSNR) and . In this subsection, we first derive the relationship between average temporal frequency of flickering and , and then derive the relationship between ATFoF and distortion. Based on (20) , the flickering reduction threshold-dependent ATFoF can be approximately rewritten as the percentage of pixel difference larger than multiplied by the expectation value of the average temporal frequency of flickering without adopting flickering reduction threshold, that is (26) where is a random variable, which represents the absolute value of difference between two temporal neighboring pixels, and . It is well known that the probability distribution function of the pixel differences between two neighboring frames is a Laplacian distribution and that of absolute pixel (20) if otherwise (24) differences is an exponential distribution. Therefore, (26) can be rewritten as (27) where can be calculated from the reciprocal of the mean of pixel values in the frame. From (27) , we can derive as (28) Then, the relationship between average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion can be derived by substituting in (28) into (25) , that is (29) Now, the TFoFD optimization can be used to find the threshold, which can lead to distortion minimization with acceptable ATFoF. As we have described in Section III-B, the best halftone video quality is located at the second part of the estimated TFoFD curve. We have observed from several results that only few points (less than 1/8 of total points) are located in the second part of the curve in Fig. 10 . To find the optimum threshold , we calculate each point in the second part of the temporal frequency of flickering-distortion curve and decide the as the threshold that generates the best halftone video quality.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Extensive experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed reference frame update-based error diffusion video halftoning method for use in e-paper. In Section V-A, we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methods in estimating the average temporal frequency of flickering, distortion, and temporal frequency of flickering-distortion under various flickering reduction thresholds. Next, the estimated results are employed to optimize the flickering reduction threshold in Section V-B. Finally, in Section V-C, we conduct performance comparisons among the proposed video halftoning method and some existing video halftoning methods, including the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion method [5] , ordered dither, 3-D error diffusion [9] , and Sun's method [26] .
In the experiments, a number of 24-b color video sequences were adopted. Among them, the results obtained from the "Vassar" sequence, the "Secretary" clip, which was excerpted from the movie "The Devil Wears Prada," and the "ballroom" video were reported here. These video sequences, respectively, contain small, moderate, and large motion contents. The frame size ranges from 480 640 to 436 1024. 
A. Accuracy of the Estimated ATFoF, Distortion, and TFoFD
In order to verify whether the proposed estimations, including ATFoF, distortion, and TFoFD, are adaptive to and can be associated with the existing video halftoning methods. We evaluate the accuracy of the estimated temporal frequency of flickering [via (20) ], estimated distortion [via (24) ], and estimated temporal frequency of flickering-distortion [via (29)] under various flickering reduction thresholds. The evaluations were conducted by comparing the estimated results with the actual results produced from halftoning real video sequences. In our experiments, the aforementioned evaluation tasks (Section IV) were conducted on the proposed video halftoning method (Section III-A) and modified 3-D error diffusion.
It should be noted that the original 3-D error diffusion approach [9] adopts neighboring-frame referencing-based video halftoning strategy and only uses a fixed threshold to achieve video halftoning. In the experiment considered here, our proposed estimations (Section IV) are combined with 3-D error diffusion so that the optimal flickering reduction threshold can be determined.
The estimation and comparison results are shown in Figs. 11-13 for ATFoF, distortion, and TFoFD, respectively. We can observe from these results that the proposed TFoFD estimation mechanism exhibits rather accurate estimations in both two video halftoning methods. For other video sequences, similar results can also be obtained. As we have described, the goal of these experiments is to verify the accuracy and suitability of the proposed estimations. The results here indeed show that our proposed estimations are accurate and adaptive to the existing halftoning methods.
It should be noted that, although the proposed estimation mechanisms indeed improve 3-D error diffusion in reducing flickering, as shown in Figs. 11-13 , the three visual artifacts still remain due to the use of neighboring frame referencing-based halftoning. Also note that performance comparisons between the proposed video halftoning method and the original 3-D error diffusion will be described later in Section V-C.
B. Accuracy of TFoFD Optimization
To verify whether or not the proposed TFoFD optimization scheme can achieve the best tradeoff between the average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion based on an optimally determined flickering reduction threshold, the estimated optimal flickering reduction threshold (described in Section IV-D) was employed in the proposed video halftoning scheme to generate halftone videos. As with the optimal flickering reduction threshold, the resultant pair of ATFoF and distortion (in terms of WSNR) is labeled in the TFoFD curve, as shown in Figs. 14-16 for different videos. In this experiment, three video clips including small, moderate, and large motion contents were adopted. We can find from these results that the obtained pairs of average temporal frequency of flickering and WSNR are located very near the peaks of the TFoFD curves, which implies that the proposed method is fairly accurate to determine the optimal flickering reduction threshold for video halftoning.
C. Performance Comparisons
In this experiment, different video sequences were used for comparisons between the existing video halftoning methods and our video halftoning method. The average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion of a halftone video were used as the metrics for performance evaluation. The four halftoning techniques used for comparison include the error diffusion [5] , the ordered dither method, the 3-D error diffusion method [9] , and Sun's video halftoning method [26] . Error diffusion and order dither were implemented based on Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion kernel and Bayer dither screen, respectively. The 3-D error diffusion approach and Sun's method were implemented according to the parameters in the original literatures. In addition, our proposed reference frame update per GOP-based method for flickering reduction and TFoFD optimization were applied to original order dither and 3-D error diffusion to study the introduced improvements. The average temporal frequency of flickering and WSNR obtained for each video sequence with respect to each method are shown in Table I , 11 from which we have the following observations. First, the video qualities obtained using error diffusion-based video halftoning methods are overwhelmingly better than those obtained using order dither since the Bayer screen cannot uniformly disperse halftone pixels as efficiently as error diffusion. It can also be observed that the WSNR values of order dither and TFoFD optimized order dither are not as good as the others. Second, the optimized ordered dither and optimized 3-D error diffusion techniques obtain lower average temporal frequency of flickering and higher WSNR values for almost all video sequences used in the experiment. These results reveal the fact that the proposed optimal temporal frequency of flickering-distortion mechanism is able to find the flickering reduction threshold to optimally achieve the tradeoff between average temporal frequency of flickering and distortion. Third, Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion [5] achieves higher WSNR values for most cases but the average temporal frequency of flickering are too high to be acceptable. Fourth, we find that the two neighboring frame referencing-base video halftoning methods [9] , [26] still exhibit visual artifacts that have been discussed in Section II-B, even if a flickering reduction strategy is applied. In sum, the experimental results indicate that our video halftoning method obtains acceptable temporal frequency of flickering while in most cases retaining WSNR values higher than the methods used for comparisons.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In view of the fact that the video halftoning technology will play an important role in supporting the use of the emerging display device, e-paper, the issues of video halftoning are studied in this paper. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1) we uncover three major visual artifacts of conventional video halftoning methods; 2) a flickering sensitivitybased reference frame generation scheme for video halftoning is proposed with capability of efficient flickering reduction while maintaining acceptable quality; 3) TFoFD optimization of video halftoning that is ignored in the literature is presented in this paper for optimal flickering reduction threshold determination; and 4) our TFoFD optimization strategy is verified to improve the performance of the existing video halftoning methods.
In the future work, a more advanced visual model for halftoning is required to further improve our method. First, it may be important to adopt the visual model defined in [21] , which takes eye movement into account, which can be useful for flickering reduction. Second, a visual model can be introduced to design a probability model of digital halftoning, as we have described in Section IV We plan to study these issues that have not been covered in video halftoning.
